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Tamara is sweet and innocent, with a big and generous heart that sees the good in everyone, even the unsavory

characters that she often meets while doing her work at The Pearl. When Brian Wakefield arrives from San

Francisco with his twelve year old niece, she immediately takes a liking to the child and soon notices that the child

seems terrified of her uncle. 

Peter Welch is troubled by the attention that Brian Wakefield seems to be showing Tamara. He has no reason to

dislike the man but feels that something isn’t quite right. The two men get into an altercation and when Brian is

found dead in his hotel room, fingers point at Peter. 

When Brian’s accomplices show up in Beaver Hills asking for the child, Peter and Tamara take her away for a while

to save her life and end up falling in love and getting married. They face many challenges together but love conquers

all in the end.

The Welch Brothers of Beaver Hills follows the lives and romantic fortunes of The Welch family. The journey of

each brother and the wives God has chosen for them is each a satisfying standalone read, but the whole series

together provides and even richer adventure for keen readers of clean Christian Historical Romance!
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